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The Idea

I started Land Shark Outfitters in 2015 
because I couldn’t find solid, affordable 
drawers for my new Land Cruiser, but 
I’ve kept it going to: 
• Teach my kids how to run a business
• Earn extra cash to modify my rig
• Enjoy the tax advantages of owning a 

small business
• Build all the awesome ideas churning 

through my head
• Bring some happiness to a troubled 

world, as cheesy as that may 
sound…the thanks, excitement, and 
appreciation my amazing customers 
share with me is half the reason I’ve 
done this. BUT… this is and always was a side-gig for me, in my spare time, and with 

one kid now in college, one that would rather we spend time working on 
his car, my truck built, and the ideas and business growth piling up, I’m 

confronting the ugly truth that I am a massive bottleneck (and have been 
for years).  Just how much of a bottleneck, you ask?...
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More than 80% of Reef 40” customers purchase vehicle-specific wing and 
anchor kits, but I’ve only offered those for a few Land Cruisers so far.  And 
the newest Reef 35”, which could be sold to GX’s, 4Runners, Jeeps, Land 
Rovers, Expeditions, Subarus, Broncos, and tons more, have no kits yet.
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I’ve only explored a fraction of the potential market…
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Another obstacle has been availability.  I estimate I only 
had Reefs for sale about 25% of this last year, from 
either selling out or closing the store.  I really need to 
stock and sell 100% of the time.

I hear you now, same as 
the monkey on my back…
“Dave, if you’re already at 
your limits and you add 
kits and stock more, how 
can you cope?” 
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Lol, but wait there’s more!  As if expanding stock to sell year-round and adding markets 
wouldn’t be enough to create an overwhelming amount of work, here’s the state of my product 
pipeline (mere ideas not included) for a sense of what else is piling up in the backlog… 

NONE of this is being sold or developed.  ALL are waiting for my bandwidth…
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The
CAPTAIN

The
MERCHANT

• You own it all
• Retain me as 

Navigator (R&D)

Options

• You run all 
Operations

• I handle sales, 
marketing, customer 
service, R&D

The
CREW

I hire part-time in 
Bend, Oregon for
• Operations
Bend or remote:
• Social Media
• Sales & Marketing

So I’m at my limits, bottlenecking 
other markets and holding back a 
ton of cool stuff, what do I do??

I look for help, specifically
I’m looking for someone to help 
take LSO to the next level.

I’m in no rush, I can wait for the 
right person/team, heck I’ve 
suffered along like this for years.

I can even be flexible about what 
someone wants to do or can offer.  
Some options I’ve thought about 
are on the right but I’m open to 
about anything that can finally give 
Land Shark Outfitters the chance to 
make it big, which it truly deserves.

If you’re interested
send me your proposal 
theVoyage@landsharkoutfitters.com

If you’ve got some capital, some space, and dream of 
working for yourself in a lifestyle business

keep reading ---->

icons by H.Alberto Gongora, monkirk, and Daniel Turner, courtesy nounproject.com
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Simplified Calculation

This is a real business that makes real money, so we need to get real for a minute.

Calculating the profitability of a business can get really detailed and complex, but since I want this opportunity to be 
approachable for as many yearn-to-be-entrepreneurs as possible I’m proposing a Keep It Simple Valuation (KISV).

Ignore all the Reef modules, the Beach, SharkNet, and the other products I have waiting to go into production, 
assume shipping is a wash, and let’s just talk about selling Reef sets (2 drawers + 2 wings & anchors). 

icons by dDara, nareerat jaika, courtesy nounproject.com

* typical overhead costs include utilities, e-commerce costs, various fees, R&D, supplies, etc 

$895
(ignore shipping)

X =X

sets/month
(what do you think you can sell?)

50% margin
(subtracting COGS)

%
$

revenue

=
expensesspace labor advertising

& marketing
overhead*

+ + +

$ revenue - $ expenses = KISV
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The
Captain

0.5 KISV

0.2 KISV/yr,
for 3 years

Pay Up 
Front

Then 
Pay

1.0 KISV

Nothing more,
you’re done

The
Merchant

The 
Cost

Profit 
Shares

u/me 75/25
for 3 years

then all yours
All Yours
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Next Steps

Email me your answers to the following:
1. Are you interested in being the Captain, 

the Merchant, or someone else?
2. Who’s the team (family, LLC, solo, etc)
3. Your City & State
4. Where you’ll work from, space available
5. Your plan for capital
6. Relevant experience
7. What questions do you need answered 

in order to detail your proposal
8. Why you want to do this, what excites 

you, what your vision would be for LSO
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1 First: Brainstorm

Make your pitch!  You’ll probably want to
work out a business plan, sales & marketing
plan, cash flows, and more.  If you’ve not 
done these before I’ll be happy to advise and 
comment along the way, but I can’t give you 
mine, they need to reflect your vision.

2 Next: A Detailed Proposal
Over the 

next 
couple 

weeks I’ll 
gather 

questions 
and share 

the 
answers 
to those 

that 
emailed

Please please please use theVoyage address, and not others, or phone calls or texts, or PM’s/DM’s.  I need to organize 
and compartmentalize this effort which will not be possible through all the channels available these days.  Also, please, 
please answer all 8 questions, I need them to gauge your abilities vs interest and weed out the lookie-loos.

Email         theVoyage@LandSharkOutfitters.com

I’ll review the proposals then deep dive into 
a few - your plans, my numbers, our visions 
and dreams.  Maybe even share a beer in 
Bend at the world headquarters, and see 
where this voyage goes…

3 Finally: Time To Chat
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Guessing At Some Frequently Asked Questions
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How much labor per Reef set?
• Minutes/bolt bag: Reef 4, Wings 2, Anchor 1
• Minutes to assemble, kit, and package: 10/box
• A ‘Reef set’ therefore is (4+4+2+2+1)+(10+10+10) = 

43 minutes. YMMV
How much time do you spend on marketing 
currently?
• When I sold last year for a consistent 4 months I 

tracked my time and found I average 38 
minutes/week.  This needs to seriously ramp.

What’s the trickiest part of the business?
• Baltic birch, and cutting it. Research prices of 

pallets of 12mm B/BB in your area, and hourly cost 
for a CNC table (ask cabinet shops).  You can adjust
sales prices if these are higher than what I pay, to a
point, so it’ll be a topic of conversation later.

What’s on the table, what’s not?
• I want this business to grow, so, whatever it takes.  

The real question is what do you want or need to 
help spread Land Shark Outfitters from Prudhoe 
Bay to Ushuaia, and Olympic to Acadia parks?

Will you send your taxes or P&L from the last 3 years?
• If the deal becomes one where that is necessary to 

validate my honesty, of course, but I want to talk to 
someone who can see how hobbled things have 
been and the huge untapped potential here.  I’m 
interested in exploring a big future with you, not 
reminiscing about my constrained past.

Do you need an investor or financing?
• Nope, cash positive since day 1, thanks though.
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Forgive the clutter in the pics, I store R&D, 
prototypes, and shelved products near all the 
active parts.   

For operations I'd estimate you need about 
12'x8' (100 ft2) of well-organized space, and 
an 8'x8’ area is comfortable for assembling & 
packaging.

For building kit bags I have a 12 ft counter, 
though you could go taller with the bins and 
get that down to a comfortable 8 ft.  Blue 
bins are active stock, red bins in the 
background are reserve for the kanban
system.

How much extra space the business will need
while it grows depends on sales targets,
inventory levels (supply chain has been
rough), and how many products you want to 
sell.

How much space is needed?
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Ready to climb aboard?


